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Annual Meeting—October 24,2017 
 

This years Annual Meeting was called to order with a quorum of 
42 in attendance by proxy or in person thanks mainly to early  

voting by Survey Monkey. We appreciate those who attended and 
those who early voted to give us a quorum. Our DCR’s require 50% 

at the first and 25% the second to conduct business electing offi-
cers and approving the 2018 budget. 

 

Craig Davis was re-elected to his second term on the board and 
Gena Justice, a new neighbor, her first term. Rusty Walker, Bill 
Timm and Newton Calhoun are serving the second year of a two 

year term. 
 

Accomplishments during the year included:  
 Replaced fountain pump, which was cracked and in disrepair.   
 Replaced the heat pump and air handler at clubhouse.  
 Painted pool and fountain fences. 
 Replaced the irrigation system control valve at clubhouse. 
 Continued streetlight LED conversion. 
 Added seasonal flowers in the traffic island at both ends. 
 Added landscape lights in traffic island and near entrance. 
 Automatic pool water filler at pool. 
 Dimmers and timers to patio lights and fans at clubhouse. 
 Monthly pool maintenance service for this winter. 
 Mailbox Pineapple Beautification: 
      Prepped, cleaned, primed with a bonding agent and applied a 

gold leaf coat to all mailbox pineapples for all homeowners at 
HOA expense to give a consistent neat and attractive  

 appearance. The pineapples take a lot of abuse from the sun 
and bird droppings giving them a faded bleached or dark 
stained look. 

 

Residents unanimously voted  that the HOA submit to the Town of 
Farragut a Traffic Calming Request application to evaluate 

whether calming measures other than the denied four way stop 
sign at the intersection of Belle Grove and Prince George Parish 

near the clubhouse are warranted. 
 

A sign-up sheet was passed around, encouraging Homeowners to 
volunteer to serve on the board, committees or in any other way 

they have an interest or skill that could be useful to the HOA.  
We are always recruiting  

volunteers to fill empty positions and need new fresh ideas on how 
to make our neighborhood a better place to live. 

If you have any questions 

about your association or 

your dues, please contact 

HOA Management at 

(865)558-3030. We will be 

glad to assist you!  

Berkeley Park Homeowners Association 



Annual Financial Report and Budget: 
 

This year’s expenses are projected at $144,000, slightly more than $129,000 2016 due to repairs 
and maintenance to the fountain, pool and clubhouse. In 2018 they should be slightly less.  In 

2019, the bottom of the pool will likely need to be replaced, as it is rough and deteriorating due 
to normal wear and tear.  We will also need to acid wash the pool to remove the stain left during  
construction before it was opened. At the same time, the tile will likely need to be replaced. This 
could cost up to approximately $20,000. Our next major expense in several years may be con-
verting  the pool to saltwater when it becomes economical, If the price of chlorine continues to 
rise. Some have requested that we eventually consider heating the pool but at this time we can-

not justify the cost due to low utilization. 
 

Financially we are in good shape with solid cash reserves and do not expect dues  
increases or annual assessments for several years. Our need for reserves include: Clubhouse, 

pool, fountain, streetscape trees (Dutch Elm disease), legal expenses for potential lawsuits, mail-
boxes if they ever become common property rather than individual homeowner’s responsibility. 
Some mailboxes are very old (up to 17 years) and continue to require high maintenance. Two fell 

over this year. Average expected life seems to be 10-15 years for most. Since they are custom 
built and labor intensive they are not cheap. We hope to keep our custom built Berkeley Park 

pineapple mailboxes for years to come, but at some point we may have to replace them all with 
something else which could cost thousands of dollars. This would require a special one time an-

nual assessment, or increase in dues if not paid for by each homeowner.  
Homeowners can protect their mailboxes by including  treatment  during annual termite  
inspections or themselves with termite stakes or poison around the mailbox. We want to  

preserve the iconic Berkeley Park pineapple mailboxes as long as possible! If anyone knows of a 
synthetic post that that looks like wood, can be routered and is termite and rot proof and that 

will not warp or bend in the sun, please let us know. 
 

It was requested to get cost figures for two new initiatives to have the  HOA provide trash  
service and full lawn service under a master contract to all homeowners similar to other  

surrounding neighborhoods such as Wyndham Hall. We did so for your information but the 
board is not recommending that we pursue either because of the increase in dues which would 
have to be approved by homeowners. Neither is included in the proposed 2018 budget. Adding 
trash service and full service lawn care would result in substantially increased dues hurting the 

sale of homes and our property values. Adding these and anything else such as making  
mailboxes common property would almost double our current dues. 

FOUNTAIN DECORATIONS 
 

We would like to again express our sincere appreciation 
to Kelli Baker who has been our season decoration  

committee for many years and has done an excellent job 
installing patriotic banners, Fall and Christmas  

decorations to enhance the beauty of Berkeley Park! 



The Battery at Berkeley Park: 
 

Ball Homes recently purchased 16 lots in the Battery and has started construction on several 
homes which appear to be smaller homes/lots in a less expensive price range. Working through 
our HOA attorney, the Berkeley Park Board of Directors came to an agreement with the Devel-
oper of The Battery to form their own independent HOA rather than incorporating them into 

Berkeley Park. The Battery is fundamentally a different neighborhood that does not conform to 
the same style and standards of Berkeley Park. We do not want the full time responsibility of 

their ACC, bookkeeping and other administrative HOA duties. Also, The Battery has challenges 
such as the need for a noise barrier, different streetlights and mailboxes, a large traffic island 

landscape to maintain and has many houses with garages facing the street rather than being hid-
den from view. Berkeley Park has diligently saved and preserved responsible reserve levels built-
up over the years that we do not want to spend on the Battery. Residents of The Battery will con-
tinue to pay one third (1/3) of BP’s Quarterly HOA Dues and have access to the Pool and Club-

house. We welcome The Battery residents as neighbors and look  
forward to the development of their community. 

SELLING YOUR HOME? 
 

If you are selling your home, please request your realtor to add a link on the MLS listing, direct-
ing the potential buyer to the Berkeley Park HOA website. The link answers many often asked 

questions about HOA dues, pool keys at closing, etc.  We have also developed a  
Prospective Buyers tri-fold that can be given to your realtor and offered to  

prospective buyers. 

Waste Containers  
Discussed at this years Annual Meeting were concerns about a few homeowners not  

properly storing their containers leaving them visible to other neighbors. Berkeley Park DCR’s 
require that garbage and refuse be stored inside garages or concealed by a screening wall  

matching the house. If you do not have a screen, and wish to add one to your existing home, it 
needs to be designed and located so as to not attract attention and be inconspicuous. It also  

requires ACC approval. 
 

If your container is not properly stored we will leave copies of this email in your newspaper 
holder as a courtesy reminder in case you are not on our email distribution list. Violation letters 

will be following for  
anyone not voluntarily complying. Please cooperate so neighbors do not have to look at your 

trash cans all week long! Thanks in advance for your understanding and cooperation. 
 

With your helpful suggestions our goal is to improve trash service to provide a neater and more 
attractive appearance in 2018 and make Berkeley Park a more beautiful place to live. 



NEW BUILD ACTIVITY 
 

There seems to be an increased interest recently in building on the remaining empty lots in 
Berkeley Park and we are all anxious to finish out the neighborhood with nice homes built 
to Berkeley Park Standards which maintain our property values. Any lot owners consider-
ing building are reminded that Article II, Section 4 of Berkeley Park DCR’s requires no  
structure shall be commenced, erected, placed, moved onto any lot or altered in any way 
which materially changes the appear-
ance, unless plans and specifications are  
submitted and approved  by the ACC. Lin 
Budlong , Lonnie Jones and Chris Spiller 
are available to answer your questions 
and furnish you our building  
requirements. Formal submittals  
of plans  should be submitted to  
Shannon Kear at HOA Management to 
be processed as a matter of record. 

Major Goal in 2018: 
 

Our major 2018 goal is to increase the Berkeley Park curb appeal and maintain a 
lasting first impression to sustain our property values and help homeowners who are 

reselling their homes. 

 
The Berkeley Park Board of Directors would like to wish you and your 

loved ones a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!  


